Panoramic Coach Tours of Barcelona
Our panoramic tours are designed to ensure that you see as much as you can within the short time you have available.
In the company of your own private guide the 4 hour panoramic coach tour will take you to the Sagrada Familia, Gaudi's
unfinished Holy Temple, along the Passeig de Gracia passing the Gaudi's houses the La Pedrera and Casa Batllo and through the
old city centre before making your way up to the top of Montjuic Mountain with its fantastic views over the city. There are stops
for taking photographs and a closer look at some of the monuments.
We also offer specially adapted vehicles for limited mobility travelers. A great way to see Barcelona.
Tour Itinerary: Port > Barri Gotic > Passeig de Gracia > Casa Batlló & La Pedrera > La Sagrada Familia > Montjuic Mountain
> Port

Tour Information
Tour Name: Panoramic Coach Tours of Barcelona
Location: Barcelona
Duration Time: 4 hours
Type of Tour: Minibus or Coach
Departure Times: Daily. Flexible start times
Departure Point: Port Barcelona
Group Size: Small & Large Groups
Tour Includes
Licensed Guide: Yes
Transportation: MiniBus or Coach
Meet & Greet: Catalonia Tours will meet you at the collection point
Voucher: A Pre Paid Activity Voucher will be sent to you confirming your tour
and itinerary
Optional




3 course set lunch with drinks
Tapas & Cava

What people say about this Tour
AAA Travel (Swiss) - Tour & Lunch: "Everything was great, the luncheon set-up
in the private room and the service at the restaurant was even better than last year.
- The most modern coach and its captain was also top-notch. Till next time."
Great Southern Tiger Travel: "I just got back last night. I am going through emails. Yours will be answered first. Catalonia Tours was beyond reproach. The guide
pleasant, very knowledgeable and personable. The bus clean and on time. Our
private sightseeing tour could not have been better. We all appreciated that you
took the time to meet and greet us both at the beginning of the tour and at the end.
We liked the personal touch very much! Thanks again for providing such superb
services. We all love Barcelona and shall be back."

